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thanks a lot for ur comment. actually i have seen a korean film earlier (i think it
was a documentary- a fine and subtle madness- where korean film director im

kwon-taek was showing his life story.) it was before i watched my sassy girl and
i don't even know the story of the film. i am waiting for the release of the

brotherhood of war and the brotherhood of war two. the first one was really
good and i am hoping for a sequel. i will be very happy if i get to watch the

korean version of iron man, since i have seen the hollywood version and i can't
wait to watch the korean version. my sassy girl is an awesome film and i am

glad that you have made a list for it. i will watch it and try to write a review for
it. i have also seen a korean movie earlier(i think it was a documentary- a fine
and subtle madness) and i don't even know the story of the film. thanks a lot
for ur comment and i have always wanted to watch a korean version of iron

man. the hollywood version was released in may 2008 and the korean version
is expected to be released in oct 2008. hope you have the chance to watch it!
thanks for ur comment, i agree with u about the korean films. there are some

good ones out there and i can't wait to watch my sassy girl and the
brotherhood of war two. i have also seen a korean movie earlier(i think it was a

documentary- a fine and subtle madness) and i don't even know the story of
the film. thanks a lot for ur comment and i have always wanted to watch a
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korean version of iron man. the hollywood version was released in may 2008
and the korean version is expected to be released in oct 2008. hope you have

the chance to watch it!
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